ISLAMABAD, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2019

PART II
Statutory Notifications (S.R.O.)

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN
REVENUE DIVISION
(Federal Board of Revenue)

NOTIFICATION

Islamabad, the 24th October, 2019

(CUSTOMS)

S.R.O 1281(I)/2019.—In exercise of the powers conferred by section 219 of the Customs Act, 1969 (IV of 1969) read with section 8A of the said Act and in supersession of its SRO 902(I)/2019 dated the 31st July, 2019, the Federal Board of Revenue is pleased to prescribe the wearing of uniform by the officers of Pakistan Customs Service (PCS) of grade BS 17 and above as set out in Schedule-I (male uniform), Schedule-II (female uniform) and Schedule-III (stripes & ranks) subject to the following, namely:

(a) the uniform shall be worn by all officers, men and women, of Pakistan Customs Service (BS-17 and above), posted in enforcement, preventive and anti-smuggling formations and by all other officers of equivalent ranks, as and when notified by the Board, regardless of place of posting;
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(b) each officer shall have two ceremonial formal uniforms, one each for summer and winter, for departmental and State functions or occasions;

(c) the uniform shall display ribbon strip for any extra-ordinary achievement;

(d) Customs officers shall have the option of either wearing a Customs Peak Cap or a Cap Beret cap;

(e) Customs Peak caps are only to be worn outdoors, in Parade, and inside only at Airports, whereas Cap Beret may also be worn inside offices;

(f) the Chief Collector or Director General may decide the timing of summer and winter uniform;

(g) the current assignment of the uniformed officer shall be displayed in the shape of a monogram pinned on the left upper arm similar to the formation sign of the Pakistan Army;

(h) each Collectorate may design its own monogram and badge keeping with its tradition, area, and nature of work as well as representative of the workforce. The background of the Collectorates shall be Navy Blue and that of the Directorates shall be Red;

(i) the AC/DC in headquarters shall wear a silver braided lanyard on left arm;

(j) the rank identification is to be worn on shoulders or sleeves as per existing pattern and as prescribed for the Uniform Manual of Pakistan Army;

(k) for the purpose of uniformity, all ranks, arm badges, shoulder badges, chest insignia, beret cap badges, peak caps badges, name tags, neck ties braided lanyards and collar dogs badge shall be designed and manufactured in one place and dispatched to the concerned quarter, until necessary arrangements are in place to replicate the same in other parts of the country; and

(l) similarly, to ensure uniformity of quality of fabric, all officers shall procure the same from the authorized manufacturer/vendor.
Schedule-I

(Male Uniform)

LIST OF CLOTHING ITEMS FOR MALE OFFICERS OF
PAKISTAN CUSTOMS SERVICE (BS-17 and above)

(a) REGULAR SUMMER WEAR

- **TROUSER**: Trouser will be of French grey color. It will have a plain bottom without turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

- **SHIRT**: Shirts for men during summer will be made of plain light grey cloth. The shirt will have an attached pointed collar with half sleeves having two breast pockets. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the epaulets and ranks.

- **FOOTWEAR**: The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS**: Socks will be of black color during summer.

- **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA**: It will be a badge of dark blue colour with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT**: Belt shall be of Black Color Leather with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP**: The cap will be of army pattern, peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

- **CAP BERET**: Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

- **NAME PLATE**: Name plate shall be of Navy Blue color plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.
(b) **FORMAL SUMMER WEAR**

- **TROUSER**: Trouser will be of French grey color. It will have a plain bottom without turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

- **SHIRT**: Shirts for men during summer will be made of plain light grey cloth with round collar with full sleeves having two breast plain pockets. The shirt will have shoulder flaps to house the ranks and silver buttons.

- **FOOTWEAR**: The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without the toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS**: Socks will be of black during summer.

- **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA**: It will be a badge of dark blue color with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT**: Belt shall be of Black Color Leather with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP**: The cap will be of army pattern, peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

- **CAP BERET**: Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

- **NAME PLATE**: Name Plate shall be Navy Blue plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

(c) **REGULAR WINTER WEAR**

- **JERSEY**: French Grey V-Neck Jersey with silver buttons on front breast pockets, having leather patches on elbow and shoulders. It will have shoulders flaps to house the ranks and silver button.
- **GREAT COAT (Optional):** French Grey Great Coat with Silver Buttons and Stripes on the arms according to the Ranks. No stripe for BS-17, one stripe for BS-18, two stripes for BS-19 and three stripes for BS-20, four Stripes for BS-21. The Great Coat will have collar dogs for BS-19 and above.

- **TROUSER:** The material of trouser will be of French grey color. Trouser for winter will have a plain bottom without a turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

- **SHIRT:** Shirt for men during winter will be made of plain light grey cloth. The shirt will have attached pointed collar and full sleeves without the breast pockets. The shirt will also NOT have shoulder loops to house epaulettes with ranks.

- **FOOTWEAR:** The shoes will be of black color without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during winters.

- **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of Navy blue colour plastic 1/2" x 3" rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

- **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be a badge of dark blue colour with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT:** Belt shall be of Black Color Leather with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of army pattern, black peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

- **CAP BERET:** Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

- **NECK TIE:** Dark Blue necktie bearing embroidered Customs logo will be worn on any other occasion notified by Collector/Chief Collector with formal full suits.
(d) **FORMAL WINTER WEAR**

- **TUNIC:** Dark Navy Blue round collar tunic with full sleeves with shoulder flags per Ranks.

- **INNER SHIRT:** Grey Color collarless full sleeves shirt.

- **TROUSER:** Trouser will be of dark Navy Blue Color and same fabric as Tunic. It will have a plain bottom without turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

- **FOOTWEAR:** The shoes will be of patent leather in black color, oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color.

- **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be a badge of dark blue color with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT:** Belt shall be of Black Color Leather with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of army pattern, peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be braids silver on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

- **CAP BERET:** Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

- **NAME PLATE:** Name Plate shall be Navy Blue plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

(e) **HELD UNIFORM**

- **SHIRT:** Half sleeve French Grey polo shirts will be worn with dark blue, six pocket (cargo pants).
The Polo Shirts will have printed stripes on the centre of the shirt, below the button according to the ranks of the officer.

- **TROUSER**: Six pockets cargo pant on the pattern of military combat uniform will be worn.

- **NAME TAG**: (Embroidered in silver thread attached on Velcro Tape) on Right side of the chest.

- **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA**: It will be Pakistan Customs LOGO on left side of the chest and “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” written on the back of the polo shirt.

- **WEB BELT**: Web Belt in black color will be worn with a silver buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **POLO CAPS**: Polo caps Dark Navy Blue color will be worn with prescribed Customs badge in matching dark Navy blue color. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braid on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS 21 (20 and above).

- **WINTER JACKET**: Dark blue waterproof material Jacket with full front open zip, two side pockets and hoodie and bearing the service badge on the front left side (in silver) and Pakistan Customs on the back.

- **SHOES**: Black colour, long Double Molded Sole (DMS) Shoes.

- **SOCKS**: Black socks for Double Molded Sole (DMS) Shoes.

**Schedule-II**

*(Female Uniform)*

**LIST OF CLOTHING ITEMS FOR FEMALE OFFICERS OF PAKISTAN CUSTOMS SERVICE (BS 17 and above)**

**(f) REGULAR SUMMER WEAR**

- **SHIRT**: Light grey bush shirt with five buttons, attached pointed collar and full sleeves. The length of shirt will be at least two inches below the hips. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the epaulettes.
• **ROUSER:** Straight trouser will be of dark grey color without belt.

• **HEAD SCARF (OPTIONAL):** Head Scarf will be wash and wear material of the same color as of the shirt.

• **DUPATTA:** Light grey dupatta of shirt material with its two ends passing through the epaulettes.

• **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black court shoes with heels maximum 2” having broad toe.

• **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer, up to calf length.

• **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be a badge of dark blue color with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on blue cloth background.

• **WEB BELT (OPTIONAL):** Web Belt shall be of black color with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

• **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of army pattern, peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braid on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

• **CAP BERET:** Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

• **NAME PLATE:** Name Plate shall be Navy Blue plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

(g) **FORMAL SUMMER WEAR**

• **SHIRT:** Dark grey bush shirt with five buttons, attached round collar and full sleeves. The length of shirt will be two inches below the hip. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the darker shade grey epaulettes and silver buttons.

• **TROUSER:** Straight trouser will be of dark grey color and fabric as of shirt with or without belt.
- **HEAD SCARF (OPTIONAL):** Head Scarf will be wash and wear material of the same color as of the shirt.

- **DUPATTA:** Dark grey dupatta of shirt material with its two ends passing through the epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black court shoes with heels maximum 2” having broad toe.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer, up to calf a length.

- **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be a badge of dark blue color with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in Silver color thread on blue cloth background.

- **WEB BELT (OPTIONAL):** Web Belt shall be of black color leather with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of army pattern, peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

- **CAP BERET:** Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

- **NAME PLATE:** Name Plate shall be Navy Blue plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

(h) **REGULAR WINTER UNIFORM**

- **GREAT COAT (Optional):** French Grey Great Coat with Silver Buttons and Stripes on the aims according to the Ranks. No stripe for BS-17, one stripe for BS-18, two stripes for BS-19, three stripes for BS-20 and four stripes for BS-21. The great coat will have collar tags for BS-19 and above.

- **BUSH COAT:** French grey bush coat of warm worsted woolen fabric with five buttons, attached pointed collar and full sleeves. The length of coat will be at least two inches below the hips. The coat will have shoulder loops to house the epaulettes.
• **SHIRT:** Any grey collarless inner shirt less than the length of the coat.

• **TROUSER:** Straight trouser will be of dark grey color without belt.

• **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black court shoes with heels maximum 2” having broad toe.

• **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer, up to calf length.

• **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be a badge of dark blue color with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on blue cloth background.

• **WEB BELT (OPTIONAL):** Web Belt shall be of black color with silver metal buckle having embossed customs insignia.

• **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of army pattern, black peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

• **CAP BERET:** Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

• **NAME PLATE:** Name Plate shall be Navy Blue plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

(i) **FORMAL WINTER WEAR**

• **COAT:** Dark Navy blue round collar worsted woolen material tunic coat with full sleeves and should flaps for Ranks, two inches below the hips.

• **SHIRT:** Any grey collarless inner shirt less than the length of the coat.

• **TROUSER:** Straight trouser will be of Navy Blue / Dark color of the same fabric as of tunic without belt.

• **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black court shoes with heels maximum 2” having broad toe.
• **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer, up to calf length.

• **CHEST CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be a badge of dark blue color with text of “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” of floral wreath worked in silver color thread on bine cloth background.

• **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of army pattern, black peaked Dark Grey in colour (like trouser). The blue band will bear the cap badge as per specified design. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).

• **CAP BERET:** Cap beret will be of dark Navy blue colour with cap badges as per specific design.

• **NAME PLATE:** Name Plate shall be Navy Blue plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in white color.

(j) **FIELD UNIFORM**

• **SHIRT:** French Grey Military style combat uniform upper wear with round collar inner/T-shirt will be worn 2” below the hip with prescribed cargo pants as meant for male officers. Shirt will have loops on the shoulders to house the epaulettes.

• **TROUSERS:** Six pockets cargo pant on the pattern of military combat uniform will be worn.

• **WINTER JACKET:** Duffle style jacket of water proof material.

• **SHOES:** Black color, long Double Molded Sole (DMS) Shoes.

• **SOCKS:** Black socks for Double Molded Sole (DMS) Shoes.

• **POLO CAPS:** Polo caps Dark Navy Blue color will be worn with prescribed Customs badge in matching dark Navy blue colour. There will be silver braids on cap for BS-19 and above. One braids on BS-19 and two braids on BS-20 and BS-21 (20 and above).
Schedule-III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Assistant Collector of Customs</th>
<th>Deputy Collector of Customs</th>
<th>Additional Collector of Customs</th>
<th>Collector</th>
<th>Chief Collector General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 17</td>
<td>AC / AD</td>
<td>Grade 18</td>
<td>Grade 19</td>
<td>Grade 20</td>
<td>Grade 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>AC / AD</td>
<td>DC / DD</td>
<td>ADC / AED</td>
<td>COLL / DIR</td>
<td>CC / DG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder Insignia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeve Insignia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collar Designs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[C. No. 10(10)L&P/2002.]

MUHAMMAD AHSAN KHAN,
Secretary (Law & Procedure).